Af • Ag = 0. We describe the general form of such maps and prove that any separating isomorphism is continuous.
Furthermore the set F = (pfâ) is finite, all junctionals of the form C(T)3f*-*A(f)(s)
forseS 2 are discontinuous and A(f)\s 2 =0 //supp/HF-0.
PROOF. For any s G S we denote by Ô s the functional "evaluation at the point s". Note that by exactly very similar arguments as above, we also get Af (s) = 0 for any/ G C(T) such that <^(.s) 0 coz(/ ) =: supp/. Note that the above says, in particular, that \\b Sn oA\\ < 00 for all, but finitely many n G N.
We define S$ = {s € S : 8 S o A = 0}, S2 = {s € S : 6 S o A is discontinuous} and S\ -S \ (S2 U S3). For any s G S we define supp(& o A) to be the set of all t G T such that for any open neighborhood U of t there is an/ in C(T) with A(f)(s)
PROOF OF THE LEMMA. Assume the contrary. Taking an appropriate subsequence, we can assume without loss of generality that
and that there is a sequence (U n ) of pairwise disjoint open subsets of T with t n G U n . By the definition of ip and (1), there is a sequence (f n ) in C(J) such that supp/" C U n , \\f n \\ ^ 1/w, and \Af n (s n )\ ^ /i.
By the comment preceding Lemma 1 we have
Hence Af is unbounded, which is not possible. This proves the lemma. Put
By Lemma 2, F is a finite set. We want to show that F = (^(S^). The inclusion ^(^2) Çz F is obvious by the definition of £2; to show the converse one fix a t G F and define Statements (2) and (3) are obvious. To prove (4), assume ip(so) -to is an isolated point of T. By the definition of ip, A(f )(so) = 0 if f(to) -0, hence 6 So oA = aS to for some scalar a, so <p(so) §£ F. Implication "4=" of (5) is obvious; to get "^>" assume <p(Si) Q T. By (4) and since F is finite, we get (p(S\)UF C T, so there is an/ G C(T) such that / ^ 0 and supp / H (<p(Si) U F) = 0. By Theorem, A/ = 0 and A is not injective.
COROLLARY. Assume A is a linear, separating isomorphism from C(T) onto C(S). Then A is continuous and S and T are homeomorphic.

PROOF. By (2), (3), and (5), since cp is continuous we get (p(S\) = T. For any f eC(T) we have
A/| 5l =0^/ = 0^A/|s 2 =0.
Hence, since A is surjective, we get S2 = 0, and by (2) ip is a homeomorphism from S onto T.
EXAMPLE. Let T be an infinite compact set, S a compact set, and let E be a linear subspace of C(S) with dim E ^ c := continuum. We show that there is a discontinuous, linear separating map A from C(T) onto £. Observe that the cardinality of any separable metric space is at most c, so E may be any separable linear subspace of C(S). There are also many non-separable Banach spaces E with dimE ^ c, e.g., E = l°°. Hence, in particular we have an example of a discontinuous, linear, separating map from c -Banach space of all convergent sequences onto /°°.
Let (Un)^ be a sequence of pairwise disjoint, non-empty, open subsets of 7, and let t n G U" 9 for n G N. Fix an JC 0 G /3N -N, where /3N is the Stone-Cech compactification of the set of positive integers. Any sequence {a n y^= zl of non-negative real numbers can be extended to a continuous function from /3N into R + U {+00}, which we denote by [(^)^j]. We define two vector spaces V = {(/(r"))~1G/ 00 :/6C(D} Vo -{(a n )Zi ^:i 0^ supp[(fl n )~ J}.
LEMMA. dim(V/Vo) = c.
The equation dim(V/Vo) ^ c is obvious since dm\{V /Vo) ^ dimV ^ dim/ 00 = c. The converse equation can be proven in several ways. Probably the shortest one is to observe that V jVo can be seen as a subset of the non-standard model *C(*R) of the set of all complex (real) numbers, that V /VQ contains the monad Mo of 0, and that M 0 is a c-dimensional linear space over C(R) [9, 10] . To get a more elementary and self-contained proof let/ w G C(T) be such that supp/ M C U n and \\f n \\ = 1 = f(t n ). Let Jl be the set of all infinite subsets of N. Clearly card(.#) = c. Let (a n ) <^= l be any decreasing sequence of positive numbers tending to zero and such that hm = 0. 
Af(s) = <t>((f(t n ))Zi) for s eS.
The map A is evidently discontinuous. We prove that it is separating. Let h u h 2 G C(T) be such that {teT:hi(f)^0}n{teT: h 2 (t) ^ 0} = 0.
Put #,-= {/!€ N : *,-(*") ^ 0}, for / -1,2.
We have N\ D N 2 = 0 and hence the closures of these sets in /3N are also disjoint. This means that at most one of the sets N\ or N 2 contains XQ. Assume that xo j£ N\. Then (Ai(f#.))!£i G K 0 and Ah x = 0.
